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The following material, concerning the feeder cables to the Engineered Safeguards 
Buses IC and ID, was requested at our meeting with B L Burgess NRC Region III 
and NRR staff personnel via telecon on January 20, I988. 

During the performance of a transient analysis of the Palisades electrical 
system in August of I986, it was identified that the feeder cables to 2400V AC 
Bus IE (not IEEE Class IE) were overloaded for a relatively short period of 
time. The analysis bad also identified there was a potential to overload the 
feeder cables to the Engineered Safeguard Buses IC and ID during a design 
basis accident. As a result of this condition, the NRC cited the plant in 
violation of IOCFR50 Appendix B, Criteria III, for improper Design Control 
(Violation 86028-0IC). In response to this analysis, the plant performed a 
hand calculation of the ampacity of these feeder cables and concluded that the 
cables were adequately sized to handle the identified conditions using the 
cables' designed overload capability. Modifications were made to increase the 
ampacity of the above ground portion of the cables to IC and ID Switchgear so 
that the cables would remain out of the overload region of operation. The 
above ground portion of these cables had been identified as the limJting 
portion of the cable system. Hand calculations were performed since the 
original calculations of the architect engineer (Bechtel) were not available. 

During the conceptual design phase of a new project to improve the station 
power system reliability, it was identified that the feeder cables to these 
buses may have to be modified. Project Engineering reviewed the existing 
configuration of the cables, the data on bus loading and the hand calculations 
performed in I986 to ascertain the proper cable size to use for the planned 
modification. During this review, it was identified that the hand calculation 
was not conservative in modeling the cable systems as installed in underground 
concrete duct banks. The calculation had assumed one conduit containing three 
conductors installed in an individual concrete duct bank. The actual install
ation is four conduits, each containing three conductors in a concrete duct 
bank, thus, the model did not include the effect of the mutual heating on the 
conductors. This results in an ampacity derate of approximately 30% below 
that determined by the hand calculation. 
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As part of an ongoing effort to model the plant electrical system, an analysis 
of the operation of plant equipment following an accident had been performed. 
This analysis analyzed four accident scenarios: (a) a large Loss of Coolant 
Accident (LOCA), (b) small LOCA, which depressurizes the primary system, (c) 
small LOCA which results in a pressure plateau followed by a controlled cool
down and depressurization, and (d) a Main Steam Line Break. This analysis 
provided start and stop times for major loads and utilized water flow rates 
for large pumps to compute actual load drawn by the motors. These results 
were utilized to develop load profiles for the Engineered Safeguards Buses lC 
and lD for these accidents. These accident load profiles were then compared 
to the values of feeder cable ampacity which had been corrected for the mutual 
heating effects. The difference between the accident currents and the allowable 
currents was greater than could be explained through the addition of loads to 
the switchgear during the life of the plant. 

Due to the magnitude of this difference in rated ampacity, Bechtel was contacted 
in hopes of: a) providing quick retrieval of the original design calculations, 
b) contacting engineers who were involved with the original calculations, and 
c) assisting in calculating ampacities using state-of-the-art methodology. 
Bechtel researched their files and found an ampacity value for the cables, but 
could not find any supporting calculations. The. value found for cable ampacity, 
840 Amps, (420 Amps per conductor, with two conductors per phase) is significantly 
higher than the value calculated by hand for the cables considering the mutual 
heating effect which is 670 Amps (385 per conductor). It was concluded that 
the original calculation had probably assumed that the cables would be operated 
at less than a 100% load factor.- The use of a load factor would be appropriate 
for conditions where load varies significantly over time. The load factor 
allows a larger ampacity in accordance with the Insulated Power Cable Engineer's 
Association (IPCEA) standards. These standards have not been changed significantly 
since they were developed in 1962. (The plant FSAR specifies cables to be 
sized per the IPCEA Standards.) The load factor is considered inappropriate 
for accident loadings immediately after the onset of the event since load is 
essentially constant. Since the cables involved are outside the definition of 
the IEEE Class lE boundary, Bechtel determined there was little possibility of 
finding anything further to support this value. Additionally, engineers who 
would have been involved in the original design were unable to be located. 

Bechtel has recently performed a cable ampacity analysis utilizing a computer 
program which models an entire cable system including mutual heating. The 
program has been validated against IPCEA Standard P-46-426. Thermal conductivity 
of soil and concrete, mutual heating from other conductors and depth of the 
concrete duct bank are among the many factors considered in this computer 
model of our cable system. From this, Bechtel derived a nominal ampacity for 
the cables of 678 amps continuous which would not exceed the cable's 90°C 
continuous conductor temperature rating. 

The IPCEA Standard allows a cable to be operated in an overloaded condition 
for up to 100 hours per any twelve month period for a total of five times. 
IEEE 242-1986, "IEEE Recommended Practices for Protection and Coordination of 
Industrial and Commercial Power Systems," provides the methodology to cal
culate the time for a conductor to reach a given temperature for any assumed 
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current. For the subject cables, the emergency overload rated conductor 
temperature is 125°C. Using this methodology, Bechtel developed an allowable 
overload profile which envelopes the accident load profiles discussed earlier. 
This overload profile includes margin above all of the accident load profiles. 
The allowable overload profile and accident load profiles are presented in 
Attachment 1, which also discusses the methodology for this calculation. From 
this analysis, it was determined that 900 amps would raise the conductor to 
125°C in three and one-half hours and 789 amps would maintain that temperature 
indefinitely. A preliminary graph was distributed during the January 20, 1988 
meeting depicting the allowable overload profile and the accident load profiles. 
The graph (in final form in Attachment .1) shows a return to the continuous 
temperature rated current value of 678 amps at seventy-five hours which would 
return the conductor temperature to its continuous 90°C rating overtime, and 
thus provides additional margin to the 100 hour overload rating. NRC personnel 
in Bethesda questioned whether plant testing placed the cable into the overload 
range. It was discussed that the testing of our refueling procedure R0-8, 
"Engineered Safeguards Syi;;tem," does not reach current levels in the overload 
range since all of the pumps would be pumping at the recirculation flows, 
which are considerably less than the design flows. It was estimated that the 
current, during testing, would be less than 600 amps. 

NRC personnel also asked about the effect on aging due to short-time allowable 
overload which could be experienced by the cable. We responded by citing 
equipment qualification test reports, on file at the plant, which document 
tests of this same cable insulation system. These tests were conducted for 
thermal aging of the cable and were performed at 125°C for a period of 418 
hours. Using an assumed ambient temperature of 37.8°C and 20°C of cable self 
heating (57 .. 8°C conductor temperature), the Ahrennieus methodology provides an 
additional qualified life of 36.3 years on cables which were initially naturally 
aged for 10 years. The installation of the feeder cables to lC and lD Switchgear 
assumes a constant ambient temperature of 20°C which provides additional 
margin to these aging tests. 

Consumers Power 
methodology for 
load profiles. 
profile and the 

Company committed to document the narrative description of the 
the allowable overload profile calculation and the accident 
Attachment 1 provides this methodology, the allowable overload 
accident load profile. 

~:~ 
Staff Licensing Engineer 

CC Administrator, Region III, NRC 
NRC Resident Inspector - Palisades 

Attachment 
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SUBJECT:. 

. BACKGROUND: 

PALtSADES·NUCLEAR PLANT 
. JOB· 12447-139 

CALCULATION NARRATIVE 

Cable Emergency .Overload Rating 

The cables inv~l ved in the calculation·. ate the underground duet . 
feeders· from start-up transformer 1-2 to the 2.4 _kV busses lC.and 
lD. These feeders were suspect of operating beyond the cable's· 

. normal continuous ampacity rating under various accident · 
conditions. In the calculation performed by Bechtel, the normal. 
continuous ampacity rating of the cable· _is first determine.d ·for_ . 
_the plant specific worst· case duct bank configuration. It. is. then · 

· determined whether or no·t the_ cable can operate in an emergency 
overload condition to.envelope all·worst case accident scenarios. 

CALCULATION SUMMARY 
. . 

.. A. CABLE NORMAL CONTINUOUS AMPACITY RATING 

Bechtel· computer program E-799, ·"Current Carrying Capability Calculations· 
for Undergrotllid Cable Systems," was used. to calculate the normal . 
continua.us ampacity rating of the cable~- ThiS program calculates .·the 
current carrying capability· of power cables installed-in underground duct 

·banks based on plant specific duct bank configurations and installatiOn · 
.. ·details (i.e·., ·duct center-to-center spacing, depth, RHO values, and -
· ambient temperature). Calculations performed. by this· program are 
consistent; wi_th the ·methods and contents of- IEEE Publication S-135/ICEA 
P-46:-426, "Power Cable.Ampacities, Volume·I-Copper Conductors." This 

•·program utilizes the ·I.BM PC. computer and is w_ritten in PASCAL. 

A validation report was prepared to prove that the results of program 
·calculations match within +/-1 ~mpere of the numbers" published in . 
IEEE-IPCEA P-46-426. Hence, this program qualifies as. a·standard 
computer PI'.ogram and-has been us~d on various nuclear power plant 

·projects. 

Usi~'··~chtei. comput_er- program E-799, the normal continuous ampac'ity 
rati~~f '.the l/C 500 MCM cable was determined to. be 339.: amperes, or 678 
ampei8'~...:when 2 . cables per phasE! are used·.·. 

·~ • .. ·.r~ 

B. . CABLE EMERGENCY. OVERLOADING RATING 
. ~ . . 

In Section 4 of Appendix II to ICEA P-46:-426, it is stated that power 
cable can operate in an overloaded condition as long as operation at the 

·overload temperature does not exceed 100-hours per a 12 month period and 
that the·lOO-hour overload periods. do not exceed five. 
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·The subject cable 18 General Electric type Super Cornol (butylrubber); 
· ·s kV unshielded with 90C normal conductor temperature. General Electtic · . 

. .· :. publ12'.t.:£on:CM•646. (Page 3),. states that the e~ergency overload 
.• : " -c;~~·· -· . . . . . . 

· · __ · temp'~~~i::~e for 0-15 kV Supe.r: Cornol cable with a 90C no~al conductor" 
temper~ture:, is 12sc •.. 

. - - :)~.->-'.:· ~:'. :.•, . 
' - .... 

Using the ·methods and equations outlined in. Secti~n 8·.s.i of IEEE 
Standard. 242-1986, "IEEE· Recommended Practice for Protection and 
Coordination .of· Industrial and Commerc.ial Power Systems,." .a. cable's 
ovedoad ampacity. limit for any time .. duration can be calculat'ed. These; 
methods and equations were used to develop the cable. emergency overload 

· rating: profile shown· on the_ graph in Figure. 1. (attached). 

·The cable profile in this graph. is based on a peak ove.rload current of 
900 amperes, which is greater than any of. the accident ~ceriario load· 
peaks. · The _900 ampere peak is sustained until the c·able · 125C emergency 
overload temperature has been reached, as determined by calculation. The 
next· plot .on the· graph reflects the steady-state overload· current (789 

· amperes), also de.teruiined by calculation; that will maintain the· cable 
conductor ~emperature .at 125C. ·. · 

The worst case accident ·load profiles are also shown on.this g~aph along 
- with the cable's emergency overload rating profile •. the composite graph· 

shows that all accident scenarios ·are enveloped. by, the cable's emergency 
·.operating capability for at least 75 hours before load reducti.on to the 

cable.' s normal continuous anipacity rating is required •. It also shows·_ 
that margin is available throughout the·accident duration. 
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